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Psychoanalytic research discovered at the very outset that the
developrnent of the infantile libido to the normal hetercsexrral object-
cboice is in women rendered difficrrlt by certain peculiar circurnstances.

In mdes the path of this development is straight(orward, and the t
advance from the 'phallic' phase does not take place in consequence
of a complicated'wave of repression', but is based upon a ratifrcation
of that which already existi and is accomplished through ready and
willing utilization of an already urgent force. Th'e essence of the
achievement lies in the mastery of the (Edipus attitude which it
connotes, and in overcoming the feelings of guilt bourtd up with this.

The girl, on the other hand, has in addition to this a twofold task
to perform : (r) she has to renounce the masculinity attacbing to the'
ditoris; (z) in her transition from the'pballic'to the'vagind'phase
she has to discover a new genital org:ut.

The man attains his fuid stage of development when he discovers
the vagina in the world outside himseU and poss&ses himself'of it
sadistically. In this his guide is his own genital organ, with which he is
already farniliar and which impels him to the act of possessiou.

The woman has to discover this new sorual organ h lw ovn pctsut,
a discovery which she md<es througb b"ittg masochistically subjugated
by the penls, the latter thus becoming tbe guide to this fresh source of
pleasure.

Tbe final phase of attaining to a defuritivdy femiri,ine attitude is not
gratification throtrgh tbe seiual act of the infantile desire for a penls,
but full realizatiori ol the vagina asi an organ of pleasurF-an exchange
of the desire for a penis for the red and equally valuable pmsession of a
vagina. This newlydiscovered organ must become for the woman
' the wbole ego in miniature ', a 'duplication of tbe ego', as Fercnczi t

ternrs it when spee.king of the vdue of the penis to the man.

I Read bcforc the Eightb Intcroational Ps'ycho'Aulyticat Coqgress,
Sdzburg, April, 1924.

r Ferenczi, Vaswh citpt Gmilallhooria

tische Bibliotlck, BaDd XV, r9z4).
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In the following paper I sball try to set forth how this change in

the vduation of a person's own genitd organ takes place and what
relation it bears to the function of reproduction in women.

We know how the different organizations of libido succeed one
another and bow each successive phase carries with it elements of the
previous ones, so that no phase seems to have been cornpletely sur-
rnounted but merely to have relinquished its central r0le. Along each
of these communicating lines of development the libido belonging to the
higher stages tends regressively to revert to its originaf condition, and
succeeds in so doing in various ways.

The consequence of this oscillation of libido between the difierent
forms taken by it in development is not only that the higher phases
contain elements of the lower ones, but, conversely, that the libido on
its path of regression carries with it corrstituents of the higher pbases
which it interweaves with the earlier ones, a process which we recognize
subsequently in phantasy-formation and symptoms.

Thus the first or oral phase is auto+rotic, that is to say, it has no
obiect either narcissistically, in the ego, or in the outside world. And
yet we know that the process of weaning leaves in the Ucs r traces of a
narcissistic wound. This is because the mother's breast is regarded as a
part of the subject's own body and, like the penis later, is cathected
with large guantities of narcisistic libido. Sirnilarly, the oral gratifica-
tion derived from the act of sucking leads to discovering the mother
and to 6nding the first object in her.

The mysterious. heterosexual part of the little girl's libido fuids its
first explanation dready in the earliest phase of developrnent. To the
tender love which she devotes to her father (' the'sheltering male') as
the nearest lovetbiect side by side with the mother is added a large

part of that sexual libido which, originating in the ord zone, in the first

instance cathected the maternal breasts. Analysis of patients shows us
that in a certain phase of development the Ucs equates the paternal
penis with the maternal breast as an organ of suckling. This equation

coincides with the conception of coitus (characteristic of this phase) as a
relation between the mouth of the mother and the penis of the father

urd is extended into the'theory of oral impregnation. The passive aim
of this phas€ is achieved through the mucous rnembrane of the mouth
zone, while the active organ of pleasure is the breast.

r gThis has been adopted as the English renderiog of Ubu, Pcs as that

of. Vbu, Cs as rhat of Bw, nd Pcpt-G (perception-consciousness) as that

ol W-Bw.-Eo.)
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In the sadistic-anal phase the penis loses its significance (for phan-
tasy-life) as an organ of suckling and becomes an organ of rnastering.
C,oitns is conceived of as a sadistic act ; in phantasies of beatint, as we
know, the girl either takes over the rOle of the father, or experiences the
act masochistically in identification with the mother.

In this phase the passive aim is achieved through the anus, while
the column of faces becomes the active organ of plcasure, which,
Iike the breast in the first phase, belongs at one and the same time to
the outside world and to the subject's own body. By a displacernent
of cathexis tbe faces here acquire the siune narcissistic value as the
breast in the oral phase. The birth'phantasy of this phase is tbat of tbe
'anal child '.

We are lamiliar with the biological analogy between the anus and

the mouth ; that between the breast and the penis as active organs
arises from their analogolrs functions.

One would suppose it an easy task lor {eminine libido in its further

det'elopment to p4ss on and take possession of the third opening of the

female body-the vagina.' Biologically, ip the developrnent of the

embryo, the common origin of anus and vagina in the cloaca has

already fore+hadowed this step. The pcnis as an organ of stimulation

and the active agent for this new erotogenic zone perhaps attains its

function by means of the equation : breast - column oI faces - penis.

The difficulty lies in the fact that the bisexual character of develop-

ment interposes between anus and vagina the masculine clitoris as an

erotogenic zone. In the 'phdlic' phase of development the clitoris
attracts to itself a large measure of libido, wbich it relinquishes in

favour of the 'feminine ' vagina only after strenuous and not always
decisive struggles. Obviously, this transition from the'phallic' to the
' vaginal' phasc (which later coincides with what Abratram r terms the
'postambivalent') must be recognized as the hardest task in the

libidinal development of thc woman.

the penis is already in the early infantile period discovered auto-eroti-

cally. Moreover, its exposed position makes it liable to stimulation in
various ways connected with the care of the baby's body, and thus it
becomes an erotogenic zone before it is ready to firlfil its reproductive
function. All three masturbatory phases are dominated by this organ.

The clitoris (which is in reality so inadequate a substitute for the
penis) assumes_. th.e._importance of the la-tter throughout the rvhole

' Abraham, Vcrsuch eincr Enlwichlurgsgcschichlc dcr Libido (Neue
Arbciten zur Aerztlichen Fsycboanalpe, r92{).
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perid of development. The hidden vagina plays no part. The child is
unaware of its existence, possibly has mere vague premonitioru of it.
Every attempt to pacify the little girl's'rnqf of the penis with the
explanation that she aho has 'something' ls rightly doomed to com-
plete failure; for the possession of something whicb one neither sees
nor feels cannot give any satisfaction. Nevertbeless, as a zone of active
energ], the clitoris lacks the abundant enerry of the penis; even in the
most intense masturbatofy activity it cannot arrogate to itseU such a
measure of libido as does the latter organ. Accordingly the primal
distribution of libiclo over the erotogenic zones is subject to far less
modification than in the male, and the female, owing to the lesser
tyranny of the clitoris, may all her tife remain more 'polytttorph-
,pmtas', more infantile ; to her more than to the male ' the whole
body is a sexual organ '. In the wave'of development occruring at
puberty this erotogenicity of the whole body iscreasesl for the libido
which is forced away lrom the clitoris (presumably by way of the inner
secretions) flows back to the body as a whole. This must be of import-
ance in the later destiny of the womfr, because in this r+ay stre is
regressively set back into a state in which, as Fercnczi ! shows, she
'cleaves to intra-uterine existence' in sexual things.

In 'transformations which take place at puberty' (and during the
subsequent period of adolescence) libido has therefore to flow towards
the vagina from two sourcrs : (r) from the rvbole body, especidly from
tbose erotogenic zones that have the most powerful cathexis, (z) from
the clitoris, which has still to some extent reiained its libidinat cathexis.

The difficulty lies in the fact that the ditoris is not at all ready to
renoun@ its rOle, that the conffict at puberty is associated with the
traumatic occurence of menstruation; and this not only revives the
castration-wound but at the same time represents, both in the biological
and the psychological sense, the disappointment of.a fnrstrated pre6-
nancy. The periodic repetition of menstruation every tirne recalls the
con8icts of puberty and reproduces them in a less acute torm.

At the same tirne there is no doubt that the whole process of men-
struation is calculated to exercise an eroticizing and preparatory
in8uence upon the vagina.

The task ol conducting the libido to the vagina from the two
sources which I have mentioned devolves upon tbe activity of the
penb, and that in two ways.

c Loc, c l t .
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First,libido mtst be drawn from the whole body. Here we have a
perfect analory to the woman's breast, which actively takes possession
of the infant's mouth and so centres the libido of the whole body in
thic organ. Just so does the vagina, rurder the stimrrtus of the penls urd
by a pnrcess of displacement ' from above downwards', ,take over the
passivc rOle of the sucking mouth in the equation : penis-breast. Thi.s
oral, sucking activity of the vagina is indicated by its whole anatomical
structure (with their corresponding terms).

The second operation accomplished by the penis is the carryingover
of the remaining clitoris-libido to the.vagina. This part of the libido
still takes a ' male ' direction, even'when absorbed by the vagina ;
that is to say, the clitoris renounccs its male lunction in favour of the
penis that approaclies the body from without.

As the clitoris formerly played its' masculine 'part by identification
with the paternd penb, so the vagina takes over its rOle (that of the
clitoris) by allowint one part of its fiurctions to be dominated by an
identification with the penis of the partner.

In certain respects the orgastic activitf of the vagina is wholly
analogous to.the activity of the penis, I refer to the processes of secre-
tion and contraction. As in the man, we harre here an 'amphimixis'
of urethral and anal tendencies-of cour:e greatly diminished in degree.
Both these component-instincts develop their full activity only in tbat
'extension ' of the sexual act, pregnancy and parturition.

We see then that one of the vaginal frurctions aris€s through identifi-
cation with the p€nis, which in this connection is regarded as a posses-
sion of tbe subject's own bohy. Here the psyctric significance of tbe
sexual act lies in the repetition and mastery of the c+stration-traurua.

The truty passive, feminine attitude of the vagina is based upon the
oial, sucking activity discussed above.

ln thic function coitus signifies for the woman a restoring of that
first relation of the human beirg with the outside world, in which the
object ls orally incorporated, introjected; that is to say, it restores
that condition of perfect ,rnity of being and harmony in which the
distiriction between subject and obiect was annulled. Thus the attain-
ment of tbe highest, genitd, 'post-arnbivalent' (Abratram) pbase
signifies a repetition of tbe earliest, pre-ambivalent phase.

In relation to the partner the sitrration of incorporating is a repeti-
tion of sucking at the mother's breast; bencc incorporation amounts
to a relxtition and mastery of the trarirna of weaning. In the equa-
tion penls-breast, and in the sucking activity of tbe vagina, coitus
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realizes the fulfitmcnt of the phantasy of
penis.

The identifications established between

sucking at the paternal

the two partners in the
preparatory act (Fcrenczi) now acquire a rnanifold signihcance,
identification with the mother taking place in two ways: (r) through
cquating the penis with the breast, (z) through experiencing the sexual
act masochisticatly, i.e. through repeating that identification with the
mother which belongs to the phase of a sadistic conception of coitus.

Through this identification, then, the woman plays in coitus the
part of mother and child simultaneously-a relation rvhich is con-
tinued in pregnancy, when one actually is both mother and child at the
siune time.

As the object of maternal libido in the act of suckling, the partner
therefore becomes the child, but at the same time the libido originally
directed towards the father must be transferred to the partner (accord-
ing to the equation : pcnis-organ of suckling and to the conception
of coitus as a sadistic act of mastery). This shows us that ultimately
coitus represents for the woman incorporition (by the mouth) of the
father, rpho is made into the chitd and then retains this rOle in the

: pregf,i:rncy rvhich occurs actually.or in phantasy.
I arrived at this identification-series, which is complicated and may

seem far-fetched, as a result of all the experience which I have bad of
c:rses of frigidity and sterility.

Ferenczi's 'maternal regression' is realized for the woman in equat-
ing coitus *'ith the situation of sucking. The last act oI this regression
(return into the uterus), which the man accomplishes by the act of
introjection in coitus, is realized by the woman in pregnancy in the
complete identification between mother and child. In rny opinion the
mastery of 'the trauma of birth ', which Rank r has shown to be so
important, is accomplished by the woman above all in the actively
repeated act of parturition, for to the Ucs carrying and beirg carried,
grving birth aad being born, are as identical as giving suck and sucking.

This conception of coitus reflects the whole psychological difference
displayed by men and women in their relation to the object-world.
The man actively takes possession of some piece of the world and in
this way attains to the bliss of the primal state. And this is the form
taken by his tendencies to sublimation. In the act of incorporation

I Rank, Das Ttaumo du Gcbut (Internationale Rychoanalytische

Bibliot}ek, Bd. XIV, rg4t.
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passivety experienced the women introjects into herseU a piece of the

object-world which she then absorbs.

In its rOle of organ of sucking and incoryoration tbe vagina becomes

the receptacle not of the penis but of the child. The energy required

for this function is derived not from the clitoris, but, as I said before,

from the libidinal cathexis of the whole body, this libido being con.

ducted to the vagina by channels familiar to us. The vagina now itself

represents the child, and so receives that cathexis of narcisslstic libido

which flows on to the child in the 'extension ' of the sexual act. It

becomes the 'second ego', the ego in miniature, as does the penis for

the man. A woman who succeeds in establishing this maternal function

of the vagina by'g,rirg up the claim of the clitoris to represent the

penis has reached the goal of feminine developm enl, has baona a reot nft .

In rnen the firnction of reproduction terminates with the act of

introjection, for with them that function coincides with the relief from

sexual tension by ejaculation.

lMomen have to perform in two phases the function which men
accornplish in a single act ; nevertheless the first act of incorporation

contains elements which indicate the tendency to get rid of the genn-

plasm by expulsion, as is done by the male in coitus. Orgasm in the

woman appears not only to imply identification with the man but to

have yet another motive ; it is the expression of the attempt to impart

to coitus itsell in the interest of the race the character of parturition

(we might call it a ' missed labour '). In animals the processof expulsion

of the products of reproduction very o{ten takes place during the sexual

act in the female as well as in the male.

In the human female this process is not carried through, though

it is obviously indicated and begun in the orgastic firnction ; it termi-

nates only in the second act, that ol parturition. The process therefore

is a surgl, one, which is merely divided into two. phases by an interval

of tirne. As the firsi act contains (in orgasm) elements of the second, so

the second fs pcrmeated by the pleasure-mechanisms of the first. I

even assume that the act of parturition contains'the acme of sexual

pleasure owing to the retief frorn stimulation by the germ-plasm. If

this be so, parturition is a proccss of ' autotomy ' analogous to ejacula-

tion (Iierenczi), requiri4g, however, the porverful stirnulus of the

matured fatus in order that it may function. This reverscs the view

rvhich Groddeck first had the courage to put forward, at the Hague

Congress, tlrat parturition is associated r*{th pleasure owing to its

analogy rvith coitus. It would rather s€em that coitus acquires tbe

I I I
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cbaracter of a pleastrrable act mainly through the fact tlat it con-
stitutes an attempt at and beginning.of parturition. In support of my
view I would cite the following considerations.

Freud ? has told us that the sadistic instincts of destruction reach
their fullest development when the erotic sexual instincts are put out of
action. This happens after their tension has been relieved in thc act of
gratification. The death-instinct has then a free hand and carr carry
tbrough its claims rurdisturbed. A claqsical instance of ,this is fur-
nished by those lower animals in which the sexrral act leads to death.

This applies to the fertilizing male, but repeats itself mubtis
mubnd,is in the female e[so, when the fertilized ovum is expelled after
a longer or shorter intervd during which it has matured in the maternal
body. There iue m:uy species of animals, e.g. certain spiders, in which
the females peristt when theyhave frrlfillsf, the function of reproduction.
If the liberation of the death-instinct is a conseguence of the gratifica-
tion of sexual trends, it is only logical to assume 1541 this gratification
readres its highest point in tbe female only in the act of parturition.

[n 46[rral fact parturition is for tbe wouran an orry of masochistic
pleasrue, and the dread and premonition of death whicb precede this
act are dearly due to a perception of the menace of ttre destructive
instincts about to be liberated.

C.onditions of insanity sometimes met witb after delivery ale
characterized by a specially strong tendency to suicide and murderous
impulses towards the newly-born child.

These facts iti 
-y 

opinion confirm my:rssumption that parturition
constitutes for women tbe termination of the sexual act, which was only
inaugunted by coitus, and that the ultimate gratifrcation of the erotic
iostinct is analogous to that in men and takes place at the monent
wben soma and germ-plasm are separated.

The interval in time between the two acts is filled by mmplicated
prcoesses in the economy of the libido.

Tbe obiect incorporated in coitus is intrcjected physically and
psychically, finds its extension in tbe child, and persists in tbe mother
as a part of her ego.

Thus we s€e that the mother's relation to the'.child ''as a libidinal-
object is two-fold : on the one hand it is worked out Fithin the ego
in{he'interaction of its difierentparts; on the other hand it is the
extension of all those object-relations which.the child embodies in our

t Freud, Des lch utd das Es.
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identifcation+eries. For even while the child is still in the utenrs its
relation to the mother is partly that of 'an object belonging to the
outside world, such as it ultimately becomes.

The libido which in the act of incorporation has regressed to the
earliest stage of development seeks out all thi positions wNch it bad
abandoned, and the harmonious. state of identity between subject and
object does not.dways remain so harmoniorrs in relation to the child
as object.

The ambivdent tendencies of later phases of development, whicb
have already manifested themselves in coitus, become stronger during
pregnancy. The ambivalent conflict'whicb belongs to the ' later oral
pbase of development ' finds expression in the tendency to expel again
(oralty) the object which has been incorporated.

This manifests itseU in vomiting during pregnancy and in the
tlryical eructations and peculiar cravings for fmd, etc.

The regressive elements of the sadistic-anal phase fuid expression
in the hostile tendencies to expuhion manifested in the peits which
appei long before delivery. If these predorrinate over the tendencies
to retain the fcetus. the result is miscarriage. We recognizc these
elements again in the transitory, tlryically ild, cbanges in the character
of pregnant women. The old equation, child-feces, is in tbis phase
revived in the Ucs,'owing to the child's position in the body ir.s some-
thiry belonging to that body and yet destined to be severed frtrm it.

In the oral incorporation a quantityof narcissistic libido has alreaoy
flowed to tbe child as a part of the subiect's own e6o. Sirnilarly the
libidinal .relation in tbe identification, child-feces, is aS"ain a nar-
cissistic one.

But as leces become for children, in reaction against their original
narcissistic overestimation of them, the esscnce of what is disgusting,
so in this phase of pregnarrcy there arise typical feelings of disgust,
wbich become displaced from the. child to particular kinds of food,
situations, etc.

It is interesting that all these sensations di*appear in the fifth month
of pregnancy with the quickening of the child. The mother's relation to
it is now determined in two directions. In the frrst place that part of
her own body which is moving to and fro and vigorously pulsing within
her is eqrrated with the penis; and her relation to the child, which is
still rooted in the depths of her narcissism, is now raised to a higher
stage of development, namely, the 'phallic'. At the same time the
.qild grves proof through a certain developing inlependence that it
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belongs to the outside world and in this way enters more into an object-
relation to the mother.

I have tried thus briefly to reveal in the state of pregnancy de-
posits of all the phases of development. I shall now return to the
mother+hild relation that I mentioned before, wbich b"6rns with the
process of incorporation, makes the child a part of the subject's own
ego and works itself out within that ego.

In this process the libidinal relations to the child are formed as
follows : in the process of introjection the quantities of libido sent out
to the partner in the sexud act.flow back to tbe subject's narcissism.
This is a very considerable contribution, for, as I have shown, in
effecting a cathexis of the partner libido was drawn from the old father-
fixation atd mother-fixation.

The libido thus flowing into the ego constitutes the secondary
narcissism of the woman as a rnother, for, though it is devoted to tbe
object (the child), that obiect represents at the sarne time a part of her
ego. The change in the ego of the pregnant woman which follows on the
procFss of introjection is a new edition bf a process which has already
taken place at a previous tirne : the child becomes for her the incarna-
tion of the ego-ideal which she set up in the past. It is now for tbe
second time built up by introjecting.the faiher.

The narcissistic libido is displaced on to this newly erected super€go,
wbich becomes the bearer of all those perfections onoe ascribed to tte
father. A whole quanity ol object-libido is withdrawn from its rela-
tions to the outside world and conducted to tbe child as the super€go.
Thus the process of sublimation in the woman is effected through her
relation to her child.

The man measures and ccntrols his ego-ideal by his productions
through sublirnation in the outside world. To the woman, on the other
hand, the ego-ideal is ernbodied in the child, and all those tendencies to
sublimation which the man utilizes in inteUectual and social activity
she directs to the child, which in the psychological sense represents for
the woman her sublimation product. Hence the relation, mother-
child, in pregnancy has more than one determinant. Since the child
in the uterrrs becomes a part ol the ego and large quantities of libido
flow to it, the libidinal cathexis in the ego is heightened, narcissism is
increased, and that primal condition is realized in which there was as
yet no distinction between ego-libido and object-libido.

This primal condition, bowever, is disturbed by two factors : (r) by
a process of sublimation the child becornes tbe super+go, and our
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experience in other directions teaches us that this may enter into

vigorous opposition to the eto ; (e) the child is at the same time an

object belonging to the outside world, in relation to which the ambiva-

lcnt conflicts of all phases of libidinal development are stirred tp.

6ur observaiions enable us to distin$ish two characteristic tlpes

of women according to their mental reactions to pregnancy. There af,e

a number'of women who endure their pregnancy with visible discom-

fort and depression. A similar unfavourable change tahes place in

their bodily appearance: they become ugly and shnxrken, so that as

the child matures they actually change into a mere appendage to it,

a condition highly rurcornfortable for themselves. The other t1rye

consists of those women who attain during pregnancy their greatest

physical and psychical bloom.

In the first case the woman's narcissism has been sacrificed to the

child. On the one hand the super+go has mastered the ego, and on the
other the child as a loveobject has attracted to itsell such a large

measure of ego-libido tbat the ego is impoverished. Possibly this

explains thos€ states of melancholia which occ'ur during pregnancy.

In the other type gf woman the distribution of libido during preg-

nancy is different. That part of the libido which has nbw been with-

drawn from the outside world is directed towards the child as a part of

the ego. This can happen only when the formation of the super-ego

is less powerful and the child is regarded less as an object and more as

a part of the ego. When this is so the result is a heightening of the

secondary narcissism, which is expressed in an increased self-respect,

seU-satisfaction, etc.

It seems as though we may'conclilde from these remarks that

that unity, rnother<bild, is not so completely untroubled iui we

might suppose.
' 

The original harrnony of the primal state, inaugurated in the proccss

of introjection during thb sexual act, is soon disturbed by manifesta-

tions of ambivalence towards the child in the uterus. From this point

of view parturition appears as the final result of a struggle which has

long been raglng. The stirnulus which proceeds from the fcetus becom'es

insupportable and presses for discharge. Every bostile impulse which

has dready'been mobilized during pregnancy reaches its greatest

intensity in this decisive battle. Finatly tbe incorporated object'is

successfully expelled into the outside world.

We have seen that the introjected object takes the place of the

ego-ideal in tbe restored rurity of the ego. When projected into the
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outside world it retains this character, for it continues to embody the
subject's own unattained ideals. This is the psychological path by
which, as Freud t recognized, women attain lrom narcissism to full
object-love.

Tbe final 'maternd regression' tahes place in preirrancy tbrough
identification witb the child : ' the traruria ol birth 'is mastered through
the act of parturition.

Having regard to this identity of mother and child, we may perhaps
draw certain conclusions from the mother's frame of mind as to the
mental condition of the child. This of coutse undergoes amnesia, and
then is only vaguely hinted at in dreams, phantasies, etc.

In actual'fact the woman feels as though the world wene out of joint

and coming to an end ; she has a sense of chaotic uneasiness, a straining,
bursting sensation displaced from the avenues of birth to her bead, and
with these feelings is associated an intense dread of death. Possibly
here we have a cornplete repetition of the anriety attaching to the
traurna of birth and a discharge ol it by means of actual reproduction.
That which men endeavour to attain'irf coitus and which impels them to
laborious sublimations $'omen attain in the functioti of reproduction.

It is known that in the drearns of pregnant women there very often
appears a swimming child. This child may always be recognized' as
the dreamer berself, endowed with some qrralily whictt makes her, or
in childhood made her, particularly estimable in her own eyes.-it is as
it were an illustration of the forrnation of the egoideat in'relation to
the child. The birth-pbantasies of women who are already mothers
prove on thorough investigation to represeDt deteils of two sepante
'birtb interwoven into one I the birtb of. the subject hersetf (never
recalled to memory) and the ddivery of a child.

The mentd state of the woman after delivery is characterized by
a feeting of heavy loss. AIter a short Phase in whii*r the sense of
victorious termination of the battle preponderates, there arises a feeling
of boundless emptiness and disappointment, ccrtainly analogous to tbe
feeling of a ' lost Paradise'in the child wNch bas been expelled.

This blank is filled only wben the first relation to the child as an
object in the outside world is ultirnately established. The supposition
that this relation is already present during the act of delivery itself is
borne out by the observation which Rank c has already made in another
connection, namely, that mothers who are in a state of narcosis during

! Freud, ' On Narcissism : an Introduction ', Collcchd, Papns, Vol. IV.
I l-oc. cit.
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delivery have a peculiar feeling of estrangcment towards their childrcn.
These motbers do not go through the phase of emptiness and dlsappoint-
ment, but on the other band their joy in the child is not so intense as
when delivery has taken place naturally. The child whicb is perceived
by their s€nses is regarded as something alien.

This factor of loss clearly contributes to the ioy of frnding the
child again. Apart from this, it is precisely this last factor of
'severance' which completes the analogy with coitus. The vaginal
passage constitutes a frontier where the child is for the last time a part
of the subject's own body and at the same tirne is already the object
which has been thrust out. Here we have a repetition of the coitrs-
situation, in which the object was still felt to be a piece ol the outside
world but, being introjected, was on the border-line between the
outside world and tbe ego.

Although the child has been hailed after delivery as an object
belonging to the outside world, the bliss of the primal state, the unity
of subject and object, is nevertbeless re+stablished in lactation. This
is a repctition of 'coitus, rendered with photographic faithfulness, the
identification being based on the oral incorpoiation of the objecLin the
act of sucking. Here again we have the equation: penls i breast.
As in the first instance the penis took possession of one ol thc openings
of the woman's body (the vagina), and in the act of mastery created an
erotogenic centre, so now the niirple in a state of erection takes posses-
sion of the infant's mouth. As in coitus the erotogenicity of the whole
body was attracted to the vagina, so here the whole disscminated
libido of the newly-born infant is concentrated in the mouth. That
rvhich the semen accomplished in the one instance is accomplished in
the other'by the jet of milk. The identification made in childistr
phantasy between the mother's breast'and the father's,penis is realized
a second tirne: in coitus the penis takes on the rOle of the breast,
while in lactation the breast becomes the penis. In the identification-
situation the dividing line bbtween the partners. vanishes, and in this

'relation, mother<hild, tbe rnother once more annuls the trauma of
weaning.

The identification, penis,-breast, threw lrght on a rcmarkable
distrubance in'lactation whicb I had the opportunity of observing
analytically. A young mother with a very ambivalent attitude
towards her child was obliged to give up suckling it, although she
wished to continue and her breasts were frurctioning excellently. But
what bappened was that in tbe interval between the cbild's meals the
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milk poured out in a stream, so that the breast was empty when she
wished to give it to the child. The measures she took to overcome this
unfortunate condition recalled the behaviour of men suftering from
ejaculatio pracox, who convulsively endeavour to hasten the sexual
act but are always overtaken by their infirmity. In the sarne way this
woman tried to hasten the feeding of the child, but with the same ill
success-it was always too late. The analysis of this disturbance was
traced to a urethral source in her, as in ejaculatio pracox in the man.
In a disturbance of lactation more frequently met with, namely, the
dryi"g up of the secretion, the other (anal) components of the process
undoubtedly predominate.

The relation between the gcnital processes and lactation finds very
characteristic expression at the rnoment when the child is put to the
breast. Sometirnes there is even a connrlsion in the utenrs, as though
it were terrninating its activity only now when it resigns it to the breast.

So the act of reproduction, begun in oral incorporation, completes
the circle by representing tbe same situation at the end as at the
beginning

The whole development of the libido is rapidly revived and nrn
tbrough once more, the effect of the prirnal traumata is diminished by
repetitive acts, and the rvork of sublimation is accomplistred in relation
to the child. But for the bisexual disposition'of the human b"ing,
which is so adverse to the woman, but for the clitoris with its masculine
strivings, how simple and clear would be her way to an untroubled
mastering of cxistence !


